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iy tened sheriff, Marlon Brande, 
®*has brought in his quarry, Robert Red- 

~ ford, a decent and troubled bov name 
© Bubber whose escape from prison g 
* the town a’ bogus excuse for its ramps 
As Brando and Redford stagger 

he town-hall steps at dawn and it : 
; if justice may finally be done, a ‘Ge 
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£ Director Arthur Penn has staged % 
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- tention, the result is a truncated climax 
with wholly gratuitous resemblancete? 

“bawds in action’ may 
“ “Peyton Place” but it is actually a st 

of decaying folkways in the contem 

rary West. “Folks don't seem to th 

much of married people changin’ p 

mers these days,” says wise old Hes 

Hull, whorm Penn propels on a 

"throngh the streets like some stage 

~ ager in search of “Our Town.” 
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may look like just another Heinz ca 

knockabont with Brando playing pa 

“heads—“The Chase” is also schizoi 
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“Brando's. sheriff, Redford’s lonely lon 
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tart with a sub-deb accent, E.GEa 
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Jush and Miriam Hopkins’ blubb 

bber's mother. 4 

from a novel and a play by Hortont 
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plowman saying: “A man born to lovee 

farm, he ain’ got no place to go ¥ 
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script, in concert with the wo 
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